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OUT18/10231 
 
The Responsible Officer 
Roads Regulation 2018 
Driver and Vehicle Policy 
Freight, Strategy and Planning 
Transport for NSW 
PO Box K659, Haymarket NSW 1240 
 
By email roadsreg2018@transport.nsw.gov.au  
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Thank you for providing the Office of the NSW Small Business Commissioner 
(OSBC) the opportunity to provide a submission on the proposed Roads Regulation 
2018 (the Regulation). 
 
The OSBC is focused on supporting and improving the operating environment for 
small businesses throughout NSW. The OSBC advocates on behalf of small 
businesses, provides mediation and dispute resolution services, speaks up for small 
businesses in government and makes it easier to do business through policy 
harmonisation and regulatory reform. 
 
The OSBC welcomes the approach taken in the proposed Regulation to strengthen 
transparency concerning the determination of toll and associated administration 
charges.  This will assist freight carriers, transport operators and other high volume 
users of tolls, many of which are small business owners, to better understand, 
measure and navigate the impact of toll charges. 
 
The OSBC also offers the following commentary in view of other  relevant 
considerations for small business owners using toll roads in NSW. 
 
Objections to payment of tolls 

The OSBC welcomes the proposed 60 day time frame for toll objections, which will 
provide toll users with greater certainty than the current 14 day window for appeal  
The proposed Clause 19 (3) of the Regulation, which requires toll operators to 
publish information online concerning the tollways they operate and the process for 
appealing charges incurred within those tollways, is also a positive addition. 

The OSBC further recommends that toll operators also be required to provide an 
online mechanism for submission of objections.  A digital method of lodging 
objections would support greater efficiency and ease of use by business owners and 
consumers, and is a more suitable pathway than the current process of posting a 
letter of objection to a toll notice.  
 

Recommendation 1: Request toll providers provide customers with a mechanism to 

digitally submit toll objections. 



Internal Reviews   
 

The OSBC understands that private toll road operators such as Transurban escalate 
unpaid tolls to Revenue NSW, which left unpaid can result in loss of licence, property 
seizure and wage garnish1.  This has a significant negative impact on the cashflow 
and operations of small businesses 
 
The current Regulation (cl. 26) provides an avenue to object to the imposition of a 
toll or the amount of toll imposed, provided the person objecting is of the view that 
they are not liable for the toll or the full toll amount.  While the initial review of 
decision is conducted by the toll operator, an objector can apply for a further review 
of the determination to the Minister or, in the case of a toll operator other than Roads 
and Maritime Services, to an independent assessor (cl. 27). 
 
The proposed new Regulation provides an alternative pathway for internal review, 
whereby the toll operator nominates an individual not closely involved in the original 
decision to carry out an assessment of the outcome. The new internal review 
pathway does not provide the option of a further, independent, review process if the 
applicant is not satisfied with the outcome. 
 
In view of the negative impacts of enforcement escalation activities, the OSBC 
recommends either maintaining the current review process or amending the 
proposed Regulation to provide an applicant dissatisfied with the outcome of an 
internal review with the option of writing to the Minister for a further external review. 
Providing an option for external review matches the robust review and appeal 
processes enshrined in other legislation such as the Security Industry Act 1997. 

Should you wish to discuss our commentary further, please contact Paul 
Hepplewhite, Senior Advisor, Office of the NSW Small Business Commissioner on 
02 8222 4860 or paul.hepplewhite@smallbusiness.nsw.gov.au 

Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Robyn Hobbs OAM 

NSW Small Business Commissioner 
18 July 2018 

                                                
1
 Revenue NSW – Roads and Maritime Service restrictions accessed 10th July 2018 at 

https://www.revenue.nsw.gov.au/fines/ea/rms  

Recommendation 2: Retain the provisions of Clause 27(1)(a) of the Roads 
Regulation 2008 which provide the option for requesting a review of decision by the 
Minister for Roads, or amend Clause 21 of the proposed Roads Regulation 2018 to 
provide an objector to apply to the Minister for external review. 
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